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Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Thank you for giving us this important opportunity to share our work at LG.-We applaud Governor Cuomo’s leadership on this growing threat to our most precious resource—fresh water. -As briefly shown, the model for protecting LG harnesses world-leading science to empower our progress.



Agenda
• Introduction
• Background
• Legacy Strategy
• Portals to Protection
• Model for Enduring Protection
• Science to Solutions



Chris Navitsky, P.E.
• Lake George Waterkeeper since 

2002 and member of Waterkeeper 
Alliance  

• Program of The FUND for Lake 
George

• Defend the natural resources of 
Lake George and its watershed for 
the common good of the 
community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Guided by science, the Model we are implementing at LG fuses partnership, innovation, and investment to… 	…produce the energy, purpose, and resolve required for sustaining success. -Fundamental to the Model is treating the environment & economy as “opposite sides of the same coin” TR---with LG as our common currency. -As drinking water supply and lifeblood of a $2 billion annual tourism economy, this approach has driven formation of a powerful constituency for protection…-Power demonstrated by The Jefferson Project, FUND’s premiere partnership dedicated to making LG world’s smartest and, ultimately, best protected—Lake!
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State of the Lake
Chief concerns as revealed by science.



Fate of the Lake
A Blueprint for Protection.



Stopping the present decline of water 
quality and achieving sustained protection 
of Lake George for the next generation.

ONE GOAL





Partnership Innovation Investment



Invasive Species 

Partnership
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-First, Wastewater, a well known source of nutrients that feed algal growth, and, without sufficient controls, could result in HABs. -Unprecedented partnerships in reducing nutrients through improved onsite treatment feature those with the Towns of Queensbury and Lake George—	—Two lead municipalities of The SAVE Lake George Partnership coordinated by The FUND to address major threats to lake health.
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-Town of LG Septic Initiative, co-managed by FUND’s LG Waterkeeper, CN, has developed a practical (and exportable) tool to identify site suitability for onsite septic systems:(Click)-The powerful algorithm overlays three data sets—site suitability, (Click) systems inventory and biomontoring, (Click) to give us a priorization map for municipal management of onsite systems, focusing on system replacement and investment.-Investments by The FUND are already underway in the Town of Queensbury…
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…Where systems inventory and algae sampling have guided our direct investment in upgrading systems needing replacement.-The FUND established matching grant program that has so far provided funding for 10 new systems (the majority of which are enhanced systems(like this one)….-And, in just two years, this investment has delivered measureable reductions in algal growth.-Key to realizing long-term returns was working with the Town to adopt a wastewater management district that ensures ongoing maintenance of systems… -Successful approach piloted in these two towns is being readied for application basinwide, which has a total of 6,000 septic systems… 



Road Salt 

Partnership
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Investment

• AGREE TO intend to reduce salt applications
• AGREE TO investigate and consider equipment
• AGREE TO collect data with consistent methods
• AGREE TO assess and tailor application rates
• AGREE TO establish education and training
• AGREE TO participate in annual “Salt Summit”
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Water Quality & Clarity Protection 

LIDCERTIFICATION.ORG
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Science To Solutions: Best Practices   
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Science To Solutions: Measure  
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Science To Solutions: Calibrate  
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Science To Solutions: Prevent  
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Science To Solutions: Analyze  
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Science To Solutions: Wastewater 
Management Districts  
• Increased algae growth 

catalyzed initiative
• OWTS Inventory Review:

• 21% adequately designed
• 14% marginal
• 65% undocumented

• Public hearing held
• District formed in 2015
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…Where systems inventory and algae sampling have guided our direct investment in upgrading systems needing replacement.-The FUND established matching grant program that has so far provided funding for 10 new systems (the majority of which are enhanced systems(like this one)….-And, in just two years, this investment has delivered measureable reductions in algal growth.-Key to realizing long-term returns was working with the Town to adopt a wastewater management district that ensures ongoing maintenance of systems… -Successful approach piloted in these two towns is being readied for application basinwide, which has a total of 6,000 septic systems… 



Science To Solutions: Wastewater 
Management Districts  
• 50% Matching Grant Program 

through The FUND for Lake 
George

• 10 grants totaling $92,000
• 80% are enhanced systems 

providing tertiary treatment
• Biomonitoring provided to 

document improvements
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Science To Solutions: Wastewater 
Management Districts  
• High Organic Pollutions (PPI 

>15)
• 2014 – 2 of 13 sites
• 2016 – 1 of 11 sites
• 2017 – 3 of 21 sites (2 new)

• 8 sites PPI has decreased
• 2 sites PPI has increased
• 3 sites with replacement 

system have decreased PPI

Palmer Pollution Index
Site # 2014 2016 2017

1 15 12 10
2 14 10 9
3 14 12 11
4 10 17 15
5 10 12 10
6 None 11 7
7 8 8 10
8 13 9 -
9 19 9 11

10 11 9 10
11 12 12 11
12 9 None -
13 11 N/A -
14 11 None -
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Science To Solutions: Septic Initiative 
Algorithm
• NYSDEC WQIP Grant received by Town 

of Lake George administered by The 
FUND for Lake George

• Work Plan Objectives   
• Inventory & Assessment of OWTS
• SIP Report & GIS Mapping
• Municipal Outreach & 

Coordination
• Algae sampling & water quality 

data
• High Priority Areas & Funding

• Developed GIS-based Prioritization 
Algorithm
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Science To Solutions: Septic Initiative 
Algorithm
First data set based on rating 
Site Suitability:   

• Depth to bedrock (20%);
• Depth to groundwater 

(20%);
• Slopes (20%);
• Setback to surface waters 

(40%);
• Ksat(Hydraulic 

Conductivity)   (40%).
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Science To Solutions: Septic Initiative 
Algorithm
Second data set based on 
results from Biomonitoring:   

• Palmer Pollution Index Score
• 15-19 Probably Organic 

Pollution
• 10-14 Moderate Organic 

Pollution Present
• <10 Indicates Limited 

Organic Pollution 
• Trophic Index (TRI) – Levels of 

excessive nutrients
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Science To Solutions: Septic Initiative 
Algorithm
Third data set based on existing 
OWTS inventory rating:   
• Systems age (2 pts.);
• System Components (3 pts.);
• System maintenance (3 pts.);
• Town permit records (1 pt.);
• Town inspection (1 pt.)
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Science To Solutions: Septic Initiative 
Algorithm
• Overlay three data sets to 

create Prioritization Map to 
target areas for replacement. 

• Use to base management/ 
inspection and funding 
program

• Model for Lake George 
watershed

• Model that can be exportable 
for other watersheds 
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Take Away Message
• Protection of our resources and 

community vitality begins and ends 
with science.

• The FUND For Lake George has 
developed a Model for Protection 
based on Partnership, Innovation 
and Investment.

• The Model is scalable, exportable 
and adaptable.
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THANK YOU!
cnavitsky@lakegeorgewaterkeeper.org

fundforlakegeorge.org
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